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ABSTRACT
Children with hearing loss (CHL) have deficits in early language skills,
which are predictive of later literacy achievement. This study sought to
determine if CHL had lower language or literacy scores at age four or
six and if early language skills are related to later language or literacy
skills for CHL or their normal hearing peers (CNH). Fifteen bilaterallyamplified preschool CHL and eight CNH completed measures at age
four assessing receptive vocabulary and morphosyntax production
and assessing spoken language and reading at age six. The relation
of initial language assessments to language and literacy outcomes at
the completion of the study were compared. Vocabulary scores at age
four were correlated with overall language measures at age six for
both groups. Morphosyntax skills were related to overall language for
CNH only. For CHL, morphosyntax skills were related to later reading
scores whereas for CNH, neither morphosyntax nor vocabulary was
related to later reading. Language and/or literacy outcomes by six
years of age are predicted by language measures at age four, but
early language predictors differed across groups. Funding: NIH/
NIDCD (1R03DC014535; PI: Werfel).

METHOD

RESULTS

Preschool children with and without hearing loss complete a battery of early language and literacy assessments every six months from age 4 to
6. This poster presents data from Time 1 (age 4;0 + 3 months) and Time 5 (age 6;0 + 3 months).

Predictors of Later Language/Literacy

Age in Months
n (boys)
at T1 (SD)

Group
Children with
Hearing Loss

15 (4)

Children with Normal
Hearing

8 (3)

51.58 (4.07)

Nonverbal
Intelligence

Maternal Education in
Years (SD)

108.20 (13.29)

49.50 (4.50)

114.25(10.32)

Percent Minority

14.79 (2.83)
16.50 (0.93)

12.50
35.71

Age at ID in
Months (SD)

Age at
Amplification
in Months (SD)

9.23 (13.68)
Range: 0 – 36

12.04 (12.20)
Range: 2 – 36

--

--

Amplification
for CHL
Bilateral CI: 7
Bilateral HA: 3
Bimodal: 3
BAHA: 2

Likewise, literacy outcomes among children with hearing loss
(CHL) are significantly lower than those of their same-age peers
with normal hearing (CNH; Carney & Moeller 1998, Qi & Mitchell,
2012). Despite increased and earlier adoption of technological
innovations, such as digital hearing aids and cochlear implants,
18-year-olds with hearing loss achieve only a median third grade
reading level, consistent with their performance since the 1970s
(Qi & Mitchell, 2012). Early language skills predict later literacy
achievement for children with normal hearing (Whitehurst &
Lonigan, 1998), and it is well established that children with
hearing loss have deficits in the area of early language. This
study sought to understand the development of two early
language skills: vocabulary and morphosyntax, as well as how
they relate to later language and literacy achievement to guide
future early identification of CHL at risk for more significant later
deficits.

Table 3. Relation of Time 1 and
Time 5 Measures for CHL

Table 4. Relation of Time 1 and
Time 5 Measures for CNH

CASL-2

WRMT-III

PPVT-4

.837**

.417

TEGI

.559

.861*

CASL-2

WRMT-III

PPVT-4

.929**

.813*

TEGI

-.452

.017

Table 2. Outcome Variables
Variable

Measure

Receptive Vocabulary – Time 1

PPVT-4

Morphosyntax – Time 1

TEGI Screener

Omnibus Language – Time 5

CASL-2 GLAI

Total Reading – Time 5

WRMT-III Total Reading
Score

Of interest in the present study is children’s performance on oral language measures
at Time 1 and oral and written language measures at Time 5. Table 2 lists the
measures that form each variable. Performance of CHL and CNH on each measure
was compared. Additionally, correlations were utilized to examine the relation of Time
1 language performance to Time 5 language and literacy performance for each
group.

RESULTS

This poster reports findings from Year 3 of the ELLA study, a
longitudinal investigation of early language and literacy
acquisition in children with hearing loss. As a group, children with
hearing loss scored below children with normal hearing on all
language measures at Time 1 and Time 5, but not on literacy
measures at Time 5. This lack of difference could be due to floor
effects on the measure.

Comparison of CHL and CNH
Time 1

Time 5

p = .005

The correlations indicated that, for CNH, receptive vocabulary at
Time 1 was strongly related to oral language and reading at Time
5 but expressive morphosyntax at Time 1 was not related to
either skill at Time 5. In contrast, for CHL, receptive vocabulary at
Time 1 was related to oral language but not reading at Time 5,
and expressive morphosyntax was related to reading but not oral
language. Therefore, different patterns of relation of early
language to later language and literacy skills were observed
across the two groups.

IMPLICATIONS

p = .006

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Literacy outcomes by six years of age are related to language
measures as early as three years, nine months. Vocabulary
development is closely associated with reading outcomes,
including word-level and passage-level reading for CNH whereas
morphological skills were associated with reading scores for CHL
at age six. This indicates that CHL may have different risk factors
than CNH that are related to later poor literacy skills. These
findings help shed light on the development of early language
and literacy skills and support the need for early intervention for
CHL as even early differences in vocabulary and grammatical
morphology scores are related to language and literacy
outcomes in kindergarten.
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BACKGROUND
Children with hearing loss fall behind their peers with normal
hearing in many areas of language acquisition, in large part due
to limited auditory input before amplification can be provided.
Multiple aspects of oral language skills for children with hearing
loss who develop spoken language are poorer than their peers
with normal hearing.
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